Billions of years of evolution have produced organisms of stunning diversity. Some of these are relatively simple, like the bacteria; others show impressive complexity. For two decades, I have worked on a theoretical reconstruction and understanding of the major transitions that generated the levels of biological organisation that we see today. The chemoton is an abstract model of a minimal biological system comprising three subsystems: a metabolic cycle producing the materials for all three sub-systems at the expense of nutrients; a replicating template; and a boundary membrane. All three systems are autocatalytic, and the system as a whole can also divide in space within a certain parameter range.
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Many in biology have
Important advances often come from appropriate abstraction and idealisation, neglecting unnecessary detail. This neglect cannot, unfortunately, be automated: science remains the art of the soluble. When Galileo experimented with a smooth ball rolling down a smooth slope, he had made a kind of minimal system for analysing certain phenomena. The properties of crystals result from the organisation of their constituents into elementary cells, although one such cell by itself is usually unstable. Examples like these prompted Gánti to think about the 'smooth ball' of biology. This would have been impossible without taking evolution into account.
The simplest autonomous living systems today are prokaryotes, the results of billions of years of evolution. There is just no way that a prokaryote with its genetic code could have self-assembled in the primordial soup. There must have been a long phase of evolution by natural selection from the first living entities to bacteria, as Gánti recognized in 1971. But how can one think of these earliest systems? Chemoton theory offers such a conceptual breakthrough. The abstract systems are characterized mathematically; Gánti even had to invent cyclic stoichiometry to deal with chemical cycles in an unambiguous manner.
A conceptual framework of this kind has many potential uses; helping to understand the origin of life is just one of them. Synthetic biology is taking off in front of our eyes: its main goal is to implement a biomimetic, artificial and evolvable chemistry. For example, the EU has agreed to support an integrated project with the selfexplanatory title 'programmable artificial cells' (PACE). Gánti knew in 1978 that chemoton theory would be useful for such an effort. Synthetic biology will no doubt deliver technological benefits. But its main intellectual 'deliverable' will be to show that we have understood some basic biology; just as the total synthesis of a molecule proves that the chemist knew what he was doing. Theoretical biology goes well beyond fitting curves and crunching numbers.
